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Introduction
This book is a rules reference for all variants for Rise of
the Gnome: competitive, cutthroat, cooperative and
solo. This book provides an in depth explanation of all
brewery upgrades, allies and judges.
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Brewery Upgrades
Common Abilities

Elves

Expansion (All): Increase your beer
production by one point.
Port (Some Races): Place a brewer
to add a boat to one sea tile adjacent
to a tile you occupy. Then earn two
victory points.

Arboreal Kettles: You may build two
breweries in one forest tile.

×1

2

Beer-fect
Convoy: Move two addition
al cubes while
performi
ng the Caravan action.

Only one boat may occupy each sea tile.

For example, you will move seven of your customer
cubes into adjacent tiles when performing the Caravan
action after you have unlocked the Centaur Delivery.

Dwarves
Gold Mine: Place a brewer and
collect three gold.

+

+

Barrel Roll: Place a brewer to move up to
four cubes from a tile you occupy into
adjacent tiles.

Mountain Port-ress: You may build two
breweries in one mountain tile.

×1
Stout-legger Tunnels: Place a brewer
and add two cubes from your player board
to any mountain tile.
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Brewery Upgrades
Humans

Goblins
Beer Garden: Add one additional
customer cube from your player
board whenever you perform a Beer
Festival action.

Distri-brew-tion: Place a brewer
on the immediate action space
and discard three beer tokens
to collect one victory point.

For example, after you have unlocked the Beer Garden
upgrade, you will add four customer cubes to an
occupied tile when performing the Beer Festival action.

Rye Oasis: You may build one brewery in
a desert tile.

×1
Brew-age Plant: You may build two
breweries in one swamp tile.

Various Names: You may build
two breweries in one tile type
specified.

G r o w l e r To w e r : P l a c e a
brewer and pay three gold to fly
the dragon to the Sea Lair tile.
No adjacency is required. The
Dragon is picked up and placed in the Sea Lair tile.

Orcs
Beer-barians: Place two
customer cubes into one land
tile adjacent to an occupied tile.

Halfling
Fire Elemental Boilers: Place a
brewer to collect beer barrel tokens
equal to your beer production +2.

+

Court Beer-risters: Add two customer
cubes to DragonKeep.

Hops Glen: You may build two breweries in
one highlands tile.

Brew-tiful Fields: You may build two
breweries in one plains tile.

Pub Crawlers: Add an extra cube
to the game board while
performing the Barrel Delivery
action.

×1

Pub-licity: Remove and
replace one additional
customer cube whenever you
perform a Beer Competition
action.

+

For example, if you perform the Beer Competition action
after you have unlocked the Beer Tent upgrade, you can
remove up to three of your opponent’s cubes and then
add up to three cubes from your player board.
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Allies Cards
Centaur: Collect two victory points.

Allies Cards Types
Boost: Increase the effectiveness of an
Action card
One-Time Reward: Collect the reward on
the Allies card.
Upgrade: Enhance a game rule that
applies only to you.

!

Chaos Wytches: Immediately collect
three gold whenever the Dragon
destroys a brewery.

Immediate Action Space: Creates a
private action space that only you can use.

Remember that some allies cards have
victory points which are always collected
immediately after selecting the card.

Dragon Handlers: Reduce the price to
bribe the dragon by one gold.
Beer Bearers: Move each cube up to
two tiles while performing the Caravan
action.
If the first tile movement places your
customer cube adjacent to one or more
face down tiles, the tiles are flipped faceup. After turning up the face down tile
you may continue with your second tile of
caravan movement.

Dragon Folk Brewers: Pay two beer
tokens to move the Dragon into an
adjacent tile. The dragon will rampage
in the destination tile.

Brewer’s Guild: Add one additional
customer cube from your player board
whenever you perform a Beer Festival
action.

Druids: Pay three gold to move the
dragon to the Sea Lair tile. No
adjacency is required. The Dragon is
picked up and placed in the Sea Lair tile.

This may be combined with the Beer
Garden Brewery upgrade.
Caravan Traders: Add an extra cube to
the game board while performing the
Barrel Delivery action.

Dwarf Highborn: Take up to two gold
from the Gnome Board and add it to your
supply.

This may be combined with the Stables
Brewery upgrade.

Carpenter’s Guild: Pay two gold to take
an upgrade token from the supply and
unlock a Brewery upgrade on your
Player board.
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Allies Cards
Halfling Architect: Spend three beer
tokens to build a brewery in a tile you
control.

Dwarf Miners: Place a Brewer on this
card to collect three gold.

Elf Alchemists: Collect two additional
gold whenever you take the Tavern
Sales action space on the Action board.

Harbor Master: Add two customer
cubes from your Player Board into any
tile adjacent to a sea tile.

Enchanter: Remove three Gnome
customer cubes from the board and
return them to the customer box on the
Scoring board.

Hypnotists: Move up to four of an
opponent’s customer cubes in a tile you
occupy into an adjacent land tile
(swamp, mountain, plains, highlands,
forest or Dragonkeep).

Ettin Labor: Spend three gold while
performing the Expand action to
immediately build a second brewery in a
tile you control. You must still adhere to
the maximum breweries in a tile rule.

Innkeepers: Add two customer cubes from your Player
board into the tile type indicated on the Innkeepers card.
1

Farmers: Raise your Beer Production
on your Player board by one.

Mechanical Gnomes: Take an upgrade
token from the supply and unlock a
Brewery upgrade on your Player board.
Gnome Spies: Collect seven beer
tokens.

Merfolk Traders: Add a boat to a sea tile
adjacent to a tile you occupy and collect
two victory points.

Giants: Collect two victory points.

Only one boat may be added per sea
tile.
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Allies Cards
Necromancer: Move four Gnome
cubes from one tile to another land tile in
the game (Dragonkeep, mountain,
plains, highlands, forest or swamp).

Treeman Bard: Add one additional
cube (2 total) when performing the Hire
Bard action.

Ogre Warlord: When performing the
Employ Thugs action, remove one
additional Gnome cube (3 total) from a
tile and add one additional cube of your
own from your player board (3 total).

Tree Folk: Collect two victory points.

Ogres: Collect two victory points.

Treasure Hunters: Immediately collect
four gold.

Orc Brewmaster: Pay five gold for two
victory points.

Undead: Collect two victory points.

Pixie Promoters: Remove and replace
one additional customer cube whenever
you perform a Beer Competition action.

Wizard: Pay two gold and swap the
positions of two face up Action Cards.
Move all brewers along with the
swapped cards.

This ability may be combined with the
Beer Tent Brewery Upgrade.

Sasquatch: Increase your Beer
Production on your Player board by one.

The Wizard Allies Card is a
great way to sabotage
your opponent’s Action
Card plans by changing
the order in which the
actions occur.
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Judge Cards
Breweries in a Tile Type: Earn victory points for having
one or more breweries in a specific tile type. Count the
number of tiles containing your breweries not the
number of breweries.

Brewery Upgrades: Earn victory points
based on the total number of Brewery
upgrades unlocked on your Player
board.

Brewery Judge Scoring Example

Gold in Personal Supply: Earn victory
points based on the amount of gold in
your personal supply at the end of the
game.

Beer Production: Earn victory points
based on your Brewery production on
your player board.

The judge awards victory points based on the number
of tiles you occupy with one or more breweries in each
forest tile. You have breweries in two mountain tiles.
Consulting the chart on the judge card, you collect two
victory points.

Customer Cubes in a Tile Type: Earn victory points for
having one or more customer cubes in a specific tile
type. Count the number of tiles containing your
customer cubes and not the number of customer cubes.

Breweries in Tiles Adjacent to Sea
Tiles: Earn victory points for having a
one or more breweries in a tile adjacent
to one or more sea tiles. Count the
number of tiles containing your
breweries adjacent to sea tiles and not
the number of breweries.

Breweries Adjacent to Desert Tiles:
Earn victory points for having one or
more breweries in a tile adjacent to one
or more desert tiles. Count the number
of tiles containing your breweries
adjacent to desert tiles and not the
number of breweries.

Beer Tokens: Earn victory points based
on the number of beer tokens in your
personal supply.

Tiles With Gnome Breweries: Earn
victory points based on the total number
of tiles with Gnome breweries on the
game board at the end of the game.

Customers in Dragonkeep: Earn
victory points based on the total number
of your customers in the Dragonkeep.
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Judge Cards
Breweries in a any Tile Type: Earn
victory points for having one or more
breweries in any tile type. Count the
number of tiles containing your
breweries not the number of breweries.

Victory Points Below the Gnomes:
Earn victory points based on how many
points you are behind the Gnomes prior
to applying all end game scoring for
judges.

Occupied Tiles: Earn victory points for
each tile you occupy with one or more
customer cubes. Count the number of
tiles containing your customer cubes
and not the number of customer cubes.

Brewery Judge Scoring Example 2

The judge awards Earn victory points based on how
many points you are behind the Gnomes prior to
applying all end game scoring for judges. You are eight
points behind the Gnomes prior to collecting your victory
points for your judge cards so you earn eight victory
points.

Customer Cubes: Earn victory points
for the total number of customer cubes
on the game board tiles.

Victory Points Above the Gnomes:
Earn victory points based on how many
points you are ahead of the Gnomes
prior to applying all end game scoring for
judges.

Don’t forget to focus
on your end game judge
scoring. End game
points can make up
over 20% of your total
points.

Game Board Tiles
Tile Categories

Land
Land tiles can be occupied by customer cubes and one
brewery (Dragonkeep, plains, highland, forest,
mountain and swamp).

Land

Sea

Lair

2

Desert

Dragonkeep
Having a brewery in the Dragonkeep tile earns you two
victory points during the Score Points & Collect Gold
phase.

Gnomeland
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Game Board Tiles
Gnomeland

Sea
Sea tiles can’t be occupied by customer
cubes or breweries. Some player races
have a special ability that can be unlocked
to enable adding customer cubes or
building a brewery on a sea tile.

Gnomeland Tiles
Gnomeland tiles represent Gnome spawn
points on the game board and are used in
cooperative and solo games

The dragon may occupy a sea tile and
during dragon movement, all Sea tiles (and the Sea Lair)
are considered adjacent to all other sea tiles, even if they
are not sharing a side.
Boats
Boats may be added to Sea tiles.

Ÿ

Gnomeland tiles can’t be occupied by
customer cubes, breweries or the
dragon.

Ÿ

Players or Gnome actions may not place customer
cubes, breweries or move the dragon into
Gnomeland tiles.

Ÿ

Gnomeland tiles are always considered occupied by
the Gnomes when determining adjacency while
performing a Gnome action (see adjacency below).

Lair
The sea lair tile can’t be occupied by
customer cubes or breweries.

Special Gnome Tile

During dragon movement the sea lair tile is
considered adjacent to all sea tiles, even if
they are not sharing a side.

The Special Gnome Tile is used for
upcoming downloadable scenarios and
player created content.

Boats
Boats may not be added to sea lair tiles.

Desert
Desert tiles can be occupied by the dragon,
Gnome customer cubes and player
customer cubes. Players and the gnomes
are not permitted to build a Brewery on
them.
Some player races have a special ability
that can be unlocked to enable building a brewery on a
desert tile.
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